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My three focal points

• public education
• community & democracy
• trusteeship



I believe that --
• Public school education is the most 
important social institution to be found in 
any civil democratic society;
• Teachers are doing the most important 
work that is done in our community; and…



I believe that --
• Public school trustees occupy the most 
important political office in our country;
• There will be no real change in, or 
improvement to, public education until, 
personally and as a community, we show 
respect for the work of teachers and 
trustees.



Two keys to understanding education

1. All education is about 
relationships, and it is essentially 

subjective.
2. Public education exists for the 

community as well as for the 
child.
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The four vital characteristics of 
public school education

1.  accessible, without pre-condition of any kind, with the 
intention of being inclusive

2.  celebrates diversity in the context of democracy

3.  a deliberate – and therefore messy -- model of a civil 
democratic community

4.  accessibility is both a right and responsibility, and inclusion 
is an aspiration for both students and governors (citizens)
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Local (trust-based)
(Citizen Politics)

Remote (based on skepticism)
(Party Politics)

• Closest; first • More remote; subsequent

• Frequent inter-actions/contact • Infrequent inter-actions/contact

• Informal -- Natural; organic • Formal (constituted); mechanistic

• Trust based • Skepticism (mistrust) based

• Collegial/collaborative • Adversarial/confrontational

• Consensual • Majoritarian

• Win/win • Win/lose

• Power grows when shared
• (I can share without losing)

• Power exists as a fixed value
• (Whatever anyone else has is at my expense)

• Knowledge & Power should be shared (power 
with)

• Knowledge & Power should be hoarded (power over)

• Evaluation is qualitative • Evaluation is quantitative

• Legitimacy is the basis of authority • Authority is the basis of legitimacy

• The well-being of the community is the desired end • Effective instrumentality is the desired end

Two Political Paradigms




